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What is Socratic Questioning? (aka Socratic Method, Socratic thinking, Socratic discussion)
•

Teaching technique employed to enhance critical thinking skills

•

Uses a series of structured questions to assess learners’ current knowledge base, uncover
knowledge gaps, and facilitate decision-making with sound rationale

•

Helps learners use their own reasoning to facilitate thinking and learning

How is Socratic Questioning Different from Other Questioning Methods?
•

Questions are used to evaluate knowledge in order to build upon that knowledge (not to
serve as a final evaluation of knowledge)

•

Questions are connected to one another (not a listing of unrelated questions)

•

Method is utilized in a supportive environment not meant to humiliate learner or establish
hierarchy of expertise (i.e., Socratic dialogue is not the same as “pimping”)

Important Considerations
•

Create a “safe” learning environment where the learner understands: (1) the value of
questions in honing and refining thought, (2) the goal of Socratic questioning is to advance
knowledge and not demean/demoralize learner, and (3) it is “okay” to have a “wrong
answer”

•

Encourage learners through use of positive/reinforcing feedback to maintain engagement
and minimize stress levels

•

Watch for learners’ signals of exhaustion or frustration (know when to say when)

•

With practice, learners will be able to self-apply these principles (overarching goal)

•

Utilization of this method is time intensive and requires significant effort on the part of the
questioner and learner; balance the use of this teaching tool with workload responsibilities
of both teacher/preceptor and learner

•

Socratic questioning may not apply to all learning opportunities

•

Display of intellectual humility by questioner is likely to build trust and credibility with
learners. Example language includes:
o I don’t know the answer to that important question…
o I’m not sure there is a definitive answer to that question…
o Let’s explore this thought together…
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How Can Socratic Questioning Be Applied in Pharmacy Education?
• Didactic education
o Small group discussion within workshops
o Large classroom discussion
•

Experiential education
o Assess knowledge base
o Hone clinical reasoning skills (including rationale for recommendations)
o Facilitate topic discussions
o Facilitate reflection of skills and performance (i.e., patient education, provider
interactions, presentations)
▪ Students reflect that they are initially intimidated by the intensity of Socratic
discussions but grow to enjoy (and anticipate) questions

•

Other opportunities
o Advising and mentoring sessions
o Reflection assignments
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Example Socratic Questions to Evaluate & Advance Clinical Reasoning in Pharmacy Education

Reflective Questions to Assess the Use of Socratic Questioning:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Am I consistently using questions to build and deepen discussion?
Do I make the goal of the discussion clear to my learners? (begin with the end in mind)
Do I allow sufficient time for learners to formulate responses?
Am I pursuing relevant information with the questions I ask?
Do I focus on key ideas or concepts while facilitating discussion?
Am I bringing questionable assumptions to the attention of the learner(s)?
Do I call for clarification when needed?
Do I call for more specific details when necessary?
Do I think aloud with my learners? (to summarize what I hear you saying so far is…)
What techniques have I successfully used to keep discussion moving forward when there is
a stall/lag of discussion?
What is the tone of the discussions?
Are my learners improving in their ability to self-apply these principles or meaningfully
contribute to Socratic discussions?

How Do I Get Started?
•
•
•
•
•

Learn more about the Socratic Method through self-study or professional resources
Evaluate current teaching setting and areas of expertise for applicable content
Identify interconnections within topic area
Practice with colleague
Explore with students/residents
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